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Salam, I have a problem with
Aspen.Technology.AspenONE.V73.

Aspen.Technology.AspenONE.V73 DVD1.
AVI. I tried to watch the movie, but it shows a

black screen. Please help me. Re: Can i use
"Aspen BatchCad" without ANY Aspen

software? If you have $400 you can use this or
any other CAD package to cut steel or to make

parts. You will need to have an orange jig,
make a connection for welding, somehow get
wheels on the X and Y axis and a way to turn
those wheels. But if you are trying to make a
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car or for more money a boat then you really
need Aspen be able to solve your design

problems. You can use AutoCAD or any other
3D CAD package but it will cost more for the

software. What do you need in Aspen-The
Management Console which is one of the

Aspen products that goes with it. Notice that
the AspenONE suite will cost more than the

Aspen Software that you mentioned. The
reason why you need the DVD1 is because the

suite is discontinued. I have the complete
Aspen Engineering Suite and it cost $4.00
(about $350) but because of its discounted

pricing, you can get it for $3.50. The owner of
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Aspen Tech is Mike Peters, He is a really good
guy. I have used his Software, and he is a

pleasant person to deal with. Let me know if
you have any more questions. v7.3.1 dvd2

Aspen technology aspenone v8.0 french. Hello,
I like to ask for your help. I use Aspen

BatchCad, i was using the version v7.3.1, and
its work good, i can make all the things that i
needed. But now i have a new job, and i need

to make new model, so i have to use the
version v7.3.2 But i can't install the

"AspenBatchCad" because the version not
listed in the wizard. Can you help me? Thank

you for your answer! Jérémy HARTE Ask
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aspen a question. Hello, does any body know
the Aspen ONE suite v7.3.2??? Thank you for

yout reply. Hello, 3e33713323
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